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“Never let the Truth or Libel Laws stand in the way
of a good story”

Run #1156 / September 9th 2021
Hare: Crash & Slippery
Location: Carnival Cinema parking lot
Scribe: Pleasure Chest

Do you have any clue what skills are required to set a run at the last minute?
None actually, only a bit of imagination and an internet connection according to
the hares. I have to admit being a bit scared at learning that Slippery and Crash
had planned the run from the comfort of their couch. I’m still traumatized by the
last “set from the couch” run I attended, anyone remembers Suc’N Blow’s
compass run? Fortunately, this one turned out much better.
I showed up for prelube and thought location had been changed at the last minute
as there were no hashers to be found. Luckily, a quick message from Curb
Crawler assured me that the rest of the crew’s arrival was imminent. Once they
showed up, I learned that part of the group actually warms up for the run by
playing Pickleball. They pretend it’s not warming up but I know better, I’m not as
clueless as they think. They’ll probably play all winter too as Broken Boner still
produces enough body heat to keep the court free of snow. He’ll just roll around
in his short and t-shirt et voila!
We met by Carnival Cinemas where everyone automatically assumed the circle
position. I had to introduce myself first as the RA thought I was out of practice
but by the way he was going, he’s the one that looked confused. I can easily see
why the hash felt Crash needed to been given another year to become an expert
at running a circle. I also knew I would be assigned to scribe because that’s what
happens when you only show up once a year so I beat everyone to the punch and
volunteered.
No flour was produced, only an envelope with a little piece of paper was unveiled.
The first “Slippery When Wet” clue brought us to the cute slash park with tons of
e-scooters. Mount Me and Don’t Know Dick immediately proceeded to abandon
the walkers by harnessing the electrical power of the machine and joining the
runners. Off they went as we walked towards “Troubled Monk” clue # 2 where

Lady Miss Dazey tried to lead Sir Weenie and I astray by pretending to see an
old friend sitting on the patio. We all know she simply wanted to stop for an extra
hash hold but we were steadfast and continued on our way. Accusation of shortcutting and other types of despicable behavior were later thrown at us but all
were unfounded.
During that time, the runners were visiting exotic locales such as “West Park
Elementary”, “One Eleven Bar & Grill”, a “local pharmacy” (either Millerdale or
Guardian), “McDonald’s”, the “Canadian Pacific Railway station” and “Play it
Again Sports” before making their way back to the splash park. Thanks Slippery
for providing me with most of the clues after the run but none of the answers!
Looks like both Sir Mobeys and TNT had no issue figuring out what they meant
either but directionally challenged TNT had no clue how to get there. I was
assured earlier on in the evening that this would be a “non-shiggy” run but there
were definitely some unspoken shenanigans taking place during the evening as
Mount Me was covered in burrs by the time she got back.
Circle was a fun affair with multiple punishments and rewards of all kinds.
Everyone present had to drink at least once, some multiple times. Seems the
group really likes to “Fuck Hymm” to the point of nearly forgetting every other
hash song out there but great fun was had by all. Over the years I’ve learned that
life in general is very much like a hash run; lots of ups and down and way too
many beers but at the end of the day you’re left with good friends and awesome
memories. I can only hope that the Victoria H3 is as fun as you all are. Happy
trails.
On On
Pleasure Chest
CAMPU 2021 Haberdashery for sale.
if you missed CAMPU you can still get
get the swag for the great price of $25
with added luxury of a Cool & Dry
Moisture Management sweatband !!!
{DKD made that sound much more
appealing .}
Please see email Crash if you want one.
Run # 1157 - Bike Hash
September 16th @ 7 PM
Location: Safety City
Hare: Cum See

